**Meeting Aug. 8 For Unemployed**

The 311 Committee on Unemployment is meeting Aug. 8 to plan for unemployed GE workers in the area. The meeting will be held at the 311 committee headquarters at 12:30 p.m. on the corner of State and Main streets.

**Radio Announcements**

The 311 committee has recently been organizing radio announcements to spread the message of the committee's work. These announcements are broadcast in local radio stations to reach a wider audience.

**301 to Elect Committee Members**

The 311 committee will hold an election on August 15 to elect new committee members. The election is open to all members of the community who support the committee's goals.

**Veterans' Council Asks '20-20' Extension After Plea by Veterans Sent by Local 301**

The Veterans' Council of the United States has asked for an extension of the '20-20' program, which provides benefits to veterans. The council's plea is in response to the recent strike by GE workers in the area.

**301 Protests GE Removals In A. and O.**

Unions are protesting GE's decision to remove workers from its plants in A. and O. The protests are ongoing and are part of a broader campaign to protect workers' rights.

**Welded Products Work Is Slashed**

GE has announced significant reductions in welded products work, affecting many workers in the area. The company has cited economic pressures as the reason for the cuts.

**Electrical Union News**

The Electrical Union News is a publication that covers labor issues and news relevant to union members. This issue includes an article on the GE strike and its impact on the community.
301 Jobless To Hear UC District Program

The union program on unemployment, adopted by the UC District 12 meeting July 25, is to be presented at an evening meeting for unemployed UC workers at 5:45 p.m. Monday, Aug. 1, in the Union Hall. The meeting was called by the UC committee on unemployment of which Robert McLaughlin is chairman.

David has been appointed union representative for the meeting.

The Council also called for present on the Unemployment Insurance Division to set dates in the near future to hold more such meetings. The speakers for the future will be in charge of the UC committee on unemployment.

Shop Gate Meetings (Continued from Page 2)

Local 411, operating under the leadership of its business manager, is meeting regularly to deal with the shop gate controversy.

Meet Ohio Governor

A meeting of unemployed members of the union was held Tuesday night with Governor P. J. Tracy of Ohio, to discuss the state labor movement's problems and to work toward better relations between employers and employees.

The meeting was called by the Ohio committee on unemployment to discuss the current state of affairs and to plan for future action.

Boulware Finally Says Profits Exist

If you chance upon one of Fords' new automobiles on the road, you may be interested in knowing that the profit margins are quite high. The company claims that the average profit margin on a new automobile is about 300%. This is not an unusual figure, as many automobile manufacturers claim profits of this magnitude.

Removals Protested

The Executive Board and members sold pictures that the motion was for new series ideas but a "list of men" exceeded the meeting had amounted greatly and unimagined to be removed before the workers, including which all explanations could considerably gain was that a man in town would give to a picture or two. The meetings were held in the union hall and members were present.

The meetings were held in the union hall and members were present.

The meetings were held in the union hall and members were present.

The meetings were held in the union hall and members were present.

GE Force: Retirement Of Man Reaching 60

For General Electric employees, the GE Force is reaching 60. Mr. H. A. M. Stoddard, a member of the board of directors, announced that he would retire from the company on July 1.

The announcement was made at the stockholders' meeting in New York City. Mr. Stoddard has been with the company for 31 years.

A Gift for Garry Waldron from Members of 301

Garry Waldron, who died June 24, was given a gift by the members of the union at their meeting last week in the union hall.

The gift, a beautiful silver watch, was presented to Garry Waldron in honor of his service to the union and his contributions to the community.

What Are 20 Years Against 19 Cents?

Here's an example of the way things worked in the 1930s. Walter was a typical coal miner, working long hours at a low wage.

Singer Strikers Need Money for Their Fight

The strikers lost their strike, and were forced to continue their struggle for better working conditions.

Unanimous Vote to Back Conference Board Proposal

The membership of the union voted unanimously to support the conference board proposal.

End of the strike.